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Watchdog to the Solar System

3rd Anniversary Edition

We're Three Years
Old This Month!
This month, The Pluto Observer
celebrates its 3rd Anniversary and, as
we enter into our fourth year of
bringing you unconventional Solar
System news and commentary, we
have once again changed our look.
Our header is in two new fonts and the
newsletter's main body has changed
fonts once again.
That is simply our prerogative as an
underground newsletter with virtually
no editorial restraints placed upon us
by Earthling publishers. But we've also
changed our font because our star
investigative reporter, Jonco Bugos,
informed us that Comic Sans MS may
look all right on your computer screen
but it prints out just a little too bold
and dark. So, by switching to a lighter
font, we're helping our readers to save
ink or toner when they print a hard
copy.
Jonco made a conciliatory suggestion
that the Observer might return to the
old Times New Roman font, which
looked and printed quite well, even
though we Plutonians are superstitious
about going backward in time for any
reason. But we switched back to Times
New Roman, just for you.
Who would have thought that the
simple and often outrageous newsletter
that Jonco started for us in September
2005 would still be going strong three
years later?
So, join Jonco Bugos and us as we
wish The Pluto Observer a "Happy 3rd
Anniversary!"

September 2008

The doomsday prophecy circulating
around the solar system about Planet
X (also called Nibiru) may generate
high ratings for blogs and Internet
videos on Earth but, out here at the
edge of the solar system, we just
prefer to watch and wait and simply
take our chances with being popular
in the meantime.

3rd Anniversary
Backhand-of-theMonth Award
Now that the Democratic National
Convention is over in the United
States and Republican John McCain
has selected a woman running mate
to be his Vice President, if elected,
we at The Pluto Observer would like
to bestow the BOTM Award for
September 2008 (and for our Third
Anniver sa r y) to both The
Democratic National Committee and
the Republican National Committee
for not doing what you should have
done when it was the best time to do
it and for doing what you did when
you shouldn't have. And that is
grooming and supporting a female
Presidential Candidate when it's way
past time to do so. "Monkey see and
monkey do" is apparently the motto
of the 2008 Presidential Election
Campaign and each political party
has outdone the other this year with
flying red and blue colors.

Plutonian
Tip-of-the-Day:

Plutonian
Tip-of-the-Hat
As we've said before, we Plutonians
rarely doff our hats or our space
helmets to anyone and very rarely to
anyone from planet Earth. However,
we would be remiss if we did not take
this 3rd Anniversary opportunity to
offer a big Tip-of-the-Hat to U.S.
Senator Hillary Clinton for making
the best political speech of the entire
2008 Pr e s i den t i a l E l ect i on
Campaign.
Her intelligent and no-nonsense
delivery of issues and ideas as
Headline Speaker at the Democratic
National Convention really needed to
be heard and heeded by her fellow
countrymen (the Observer is not a
politically-correct publication). They
certainly captured the hearts and
minds of all Plutonians. Too bad her
own fellow Americans and
Democratic Party leaders failed to see
that she is still the best candidate for
President of the United States.

In the next issue of

The Pluto Observer
L Who is Fred Fortune and why is
the former homeless Earthling now a
spokesman for all solar system
homeless humanoids?
L Nibiru causes and effects: The
Truth about Planet X
L How doomsday predictions helped
shape Earth's bloody history

"When you mix American politics
with any kind of religion you always
get red and blue".
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